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Enceladus, one of 62 moons in a confirmed orbit around Saturn, has been in ... Image via NASA. ... It would be like a candy
store for microbes.. Saturn's icy white moon Enceladus has given NASA scientists another ... kinds of microbes that live on
ocean vents eat hydrogen like candy.. A new NASA report says that the Cassini probe has found evidence that hydrogen exists
on Enceladus. The finding adds to the idea that the .... NASA Detects Microbe-Friendly Food Spouting From Saturn's Moon
Enceladus ... space probe detected hydrogen in plumes of water spouting out of Saturn's moon Enceladus. ... "It would be like a
candy store for microbes.".. "It would be like a candy store for microbes," Hunter Waite, a space scientist and lead author of the
new study, said in NASA's press release.. “It would be like a candy store for microbes." Researchers using Hubble also found
large plumes of gas and ice erupting on Europa, which is .... Astrobiology takes the spotlight: Saturn's moon Enceladus may
offer a 'free lunch' ... It's been more than a decade since NASA's Cassini mission revealed that ... and carbon dioxide — which
serve as energy sources for microbes on Earth. ... Inside 'Amazon Go Grocery': Tech giant opens first full-sized store .... Could
there be life under the icy surface of Saturn's moon Enceladus? ... NASA announced on Thursday that its Cassini spacecraft
mission to Saturn has ... of a warm ocean under the moon's surface, as NPR's Geoff Brumfiel reported. ... put it, the reaction
would basically provide a "candy store for microbes.. This illustration shows Cassini diving through the Enceladus plume in
2015. ... of the ocean of Saturn's icy moon Enceladus, producing hydrogen gas. ... It would be like a candy store for microbes,"
said Hunter Waite, lead .... "We now know that Enceladus has almost all of the ingredients you ... It would be like a candy store
for microbes,” said Hunter Waite, lead .... HO / NASA / AFP | An image of Saturn's moon Enceladus taken by NASA's Cassini
spacecraft on ... "It would be like a candy store for microbes.. NASA/Jet Propulsion Lab Watery plumes jet out from cracks on
the icy surface of the Saturn moon Enceladus. ... It would be like a candy store for microbes,” said lead author Hunter Waite,
program director at Southwest .... NASA finds evidence of life-supporting conditions on Saturn's moon Enceladus ... Enceladus
is small and ice-covered, as compared to Earth, but it has ... a veritable “candy store for microbes,” according to the lead author
of .... Molecular hydrogen, which is like 'a candy store for microbes' has been ... There could be life in one of the oceans in our
Solar System, according to Nasa. ... parts of life on Earth, has been found on Saturn's moon Enceladus.. NASA: Saturn moon
Enceladus is 'like a candy store for microbes'. NASA has just announced a new milestone discovery revolving around .... It
would be like a candy store for microbes,” said the study's lead author Hunter Waite of the Southwest Research Institute in San
Antonio.. Nasa probe's discovery of hydrogen suggests life is possible on Enceladus. ... activity from the ice-covered ocean on
Saturn's moon Enceladus. ... It would be like a candy store for microbes,” said Hunter Waite, lead author of .... Could icy moons
like Saturn's Enceladus in the outer solar system be ... Intriguing new findings from data collected by NASA's Cassini ...
Chocolate Chip Cookies for Everyone ... On Earth, hydrothermal vents thrive with microbial life. ... video · Newsletters · NYT
store · times journeys · manage my account .... The Cassini scientists said Saturn's moon Enceladus appears to play host to ... It
would be like a candy store for microbes," Hunter Waite, lead .... It would be like a candy store for microbes," said Hunter
Waite, lead author of the Cassini study. In the Hubble Space Telescope observations of ... 640313382f 
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